Health & Human Sciences Undergraduate Advisers Listing

The letters in front of the adviser’s name indicate the first letter of the student’s last name. Students are assigned advisers based on the first letter of the student’s last name.

CSD:
A-B = Melanie Mulkey: Melanie.Barranco@southeastern.edu  K-M = Roxanne Stoehr  rstoehr@southeastern.edu
C-E = Pamela Bankston: pamela.bankston@southeastern.edu  N-P= Dr. Paula Currie  pcurrie@southeastern.edu
F-G = Dr. Donna Thomas: donna.thomas@southeastern.edu  Q-S= Dr. Ashley Meaux  ashley.meaux@southeastern.edu
H-J = Dr. Lillian Stiegler  lstiegler@southeastern.edu  T-Z= Dr. Rebecca Davis  rebecca.davis-2@southeastern.edu

SW:
A-Cavalier = Dr. Bonnie Ahn: bahn@southeastern.edu
Celestine-Guient = Jamie Magee: jamie.baker-3@southeastern.edu
Hagan-Mitchell = Dr. Heidi Kulkin: hkulkin@southeastern.edu
Mixon-Scholes & Child Welfare Students = Dr. Corie Hebert: corie.hebert@southeastern.edu
Scimeca-Z = Mrs. Tonyalea Elam: tonyalea.elam@southeastern.edu

FCS:
Child Life: A-Z = Dr. Holly Kihm: Holly.Kihm@southeastern.edu
Family Studies:
A-F = Dr. Holly Kihm: Holly.Kihm@southeastern.edu  G-Z = Dr. Peggy Rolling: prolling@southeastern.edu
Fashion Merchandizing:
A-L= Jane Opiri: jane.opiri@southeastern.edu  M-Z= Dr. Carol Hall: Carol.Hall@southeastern.edu
Nutrition:
A-G = Brandy Williams: brandy.williams-3@southeastern.edu
H-P: Christina Martin:christina.martin-2@southeastern.edu  Q-Z = Heather Dykes: heather.dykes@southeastern.edu

Health Systems Management:
A-Z= Susan Tufts: susan.tufts@southeastern.edu